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ECONOMICS-HONOURS 

PAPER-ECOA-1 (A+B) 

Time Allotted: 4 Hours Fuli Mark.;. 100 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

Candidates should answer in their own words 

and adhere to the word limit as practicable. 

� � ,,� �- 911' 'lR � ffil 

?fffl� 't/o/1 � � � Rfrfi � 

�Wffi'l'ff'81 

Use Separate Answer Books.for each group. 

1. 

Group-A 

�'lt-°<P 

MARKS: 50 

'1,�:a:o 

Answer any three questions from the following: 
�QT-���ffl�:

(a) During the winter of 2011, some oranges were in disease. The authorities
destroyed a large quantity of oranges. Using the demand and supply
analysis, explain its impact on the price and quantity in the market for
oranges.

1035 

� o::,::, � � � 41*41Ca>t1_C� �'iffi �Cf C-f� <Im I � �� 

�� � � ffl � �I �-C<TI� �c-rn �� �
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(b) I like tea and biscuits, but always choose to avoid eating them together.
Draw au indiffereuce majJ that illustrate:; thi1s proposition.·

'5lffet ot <.!l<t, � � � <F-fu � � <.Q� �m � <.!l� WI 1 <.Q<l$
�� )11.qfbc�� � <.Q� � � -fl'6 I

( c) "For inelastic demand, changes in price and total revenue are inversely
related." - Argue whether the given statement is trne or false.

''51P.{N51.l9FP � � � <.!l<i, C<Q>\!lrn o$ � ���-�WP

,;it � �'<ITf � I

( d) A competitive firm produces a commodity where the total cost of production
is given by C=lO + 3Q + 5Q2

• Market price per unit is Rs. 28. What quantity
( of output will it produce? What will be the profit at that level of output?

<.Q<t$��<.Q<t$����������C=10+3Q 
+ 5Q2 I � � � � <.!ltt 28 � � � � � <.Q<p<j) ��� �? <.Q�
���������?

(e) Suppose the total cost function is given by C=16 + Q2. Illustrate the shape of
average cost and marginal cost function in a diagram.

2. 

�<RFr �� \51'(:�� C=I6 + Q2 1 <.Q<l$ � �� '6 � � 

\51'(:�ffl � <l"'r-lt � I

Answer any one question from the following: 

� 81-C<IS'R t.£J<!Sf6 � ffl �:

(a) (i) Explain why two indifference curves cannot intersect?

� �� 8T� C<fl.:{ � � � 9lirn ,;it� <U'('<JTf � I 

(ii) How is the curvature of an isoquant related to the marginal rate of
technical substitution?

��� 8T� � (� 9lffi<l��t) � �� � 91ffi1£\!JR1
����?

1035 
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3. 

(b) The short-run cost function of a company is given by C=lOOO + 993Q, 2+2+2+2
where C is the total cost and Q is the quantity of output produced.

-!1<1$ � � czju <ml 15[� C= 1 ooo + 993Q C<T� C �· czju <ml
-!I�\ Q ���� �'ti

(i) What is the fixed cost of the company?

<lWrrn �N>31..iffi,;i � � <mr �?

(ii) If the company produced 100 units what is the average variable cost?

� � ej��1..ifG,;1 ��� �"f 100 l£)� � � � � <mr
�?

(iii) What is marginal cost for same level of output?

� l£)� �"!��� � �<(P.:T�?

(iv) What is the film's average fixed cost function?

-!I�� �fu <ITTf 15[� (Ff� I

(c) Derive the long-run equilibrium condition of the firm under perfect 8 
competition by tracing the adjustment process from short-run profit
situation.

C<T 91,cf-�,m � 1/$.<fSl�<'l ��li!J � '6\NiR1'8> � �' � q1(<fS1�.-l
� c����cf.:itffl � ��m9f"f �1 

Answer any two questions from the following: 15X2=30 

(a) (i) Left and right shoes are perfect complements. Draw the appropriate 6+9 
price consumption and income consumption curve. 

�9fttIBI �' 'i5'f.:r ���cf 9lfu9� I���� �'i'f Gf'*tt '6 

i5fffi �� �51 Gr��� 
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(ii) State and explain the Slutsky decomposition of total price effect into
rncome effect and substitution effect. In this· context, explain the
difference between Hicksian and Slutsky compensated demand curve.

�-��m���-6�������

� ca,� '6 �'<ffi�I \!!�� � 9� � � '6 � �� 

@� �� 9fl� (X�'G 

(b) (i) Explain the properties of a Cobb-Douglas type production function.

<Ji<l"-\5� �e_?f{lR �� i!fq�� <IJT'<ijt � I

(ii) Explain why the expansion path of a homogeneous production function
will be straight-line through the origin.

��\S����-\!l���Cj"f��������
�<!Jl�I

(c) (i) Derive the short-run supply curve of a perfectly competitive firm.

'1� � � � 1lt1<1Slci1-i C<lt'i'ff.l @<fit B'rn � I 

(ii) Derive the long-mn supply curve of a constant-cost industry.

'1� � � �� � m � m �'<f.qstcil-i �'i'ff.l @�

Bcfu�1

8+7 

7+8 

(d) (i) What is the relation between marginal cost and average variable product 15 

1035 

w�en marginal product and average variable product are equal? 

� � '6 �<mt��� <mt '6 � 91ffi<i0-i� � ��? 

(ii) The equation of a total cost curve of a perfectly competitive firm in the
short-run, TC=50+2q

2
. 

\fl� '1� �� \S�9WR �N501C-i?I "lt$1<1Slci1-i � <1m ��

TC=50+2q
2

. 

(I) For this firm, what are the equations of the average total cost (ATC) and
average variable cost (A VC) curves?

��0H\t'!:I �<mt� '6 91ffi<i£-i� � @'<frn �ct��?

4 
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4. 

(II) Explain why this firm will never shut-down its production in the short
run?

(III) Prove that the average total cost or A TC curve reaches its lowest point
when q = 5 

�'1�8Tq = 5��<ITTl����C�I 

(IV) ff the firm faces a market price of Rs. I 00, what will be the profit
maximizing level of production?

� � � �<f><!> � �00 "um � � � �'I '5�91%, � � 
���? 

Group-B 

�'>t-� 

MARKS: 50 

'1.�: a.o

Answer any three questions from the following: 

(a) What is GDP deflator.;1nd hov.' does it differ from CPI?

GDP I\Sc�tg, ��? CPI <ft�-������� 9ft� 1w?

(b) Show that national savings is the sum of private savings and government
savings.

��8T��'<j3����'<j3�'6��'<t3DRl�l

(c) What is meant by classical dichotomy?

�1Pl<tlfc1 �-M'-"I�� �� � �?

1035 5 
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5. 

6. 

(d) Distinguish with examples between the concepts 'Stock' and 'Flow
variables' in economics.

(e) What are the motives of holding money as proposed by Keynes?

�Co>!� �U<f>j<:)S�� � ��� �f<ti°?

(f) Ilow IS-LM equilibrium is affected if the investors become skeptic about the
future of the economy?

��S'f'1 �� �� � �� � � IS-LM 16l�$Jl�Jf&
���?

Answer any one question from the following: 

�8T-�c1/��ffl�: 

(a) In a closed Economy, show that, a Fiscal policy change may not produce a 8 
multiplier effect on income.

�8T,i!1<1$�������������
�.:{f'8��1 

(b) Can you explain a situation where a rise in propensity to save leads to a fall 8 
in aggregate real income?

Answer any two questions from the following: 15X2=3Q 

(a) How are inventories treated in national income accounting? Discuss the 5+10 
value added method of national income accounting.

����'IDT� 9ft�� �� �I�� 51��-�'�

��t�W,,t�I 

1035 
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(b) (i) Show that classical macro-model is purely supply- sided model where 10+5 
aggregate demand only plays the role of determining the nominal prices 
but cannot dletermine the v0Iun1e of real eco11omic ai;tivi"iics. 

MIS e<i �tPl<PJM � �C'5'4\'G �� �'i'ft.i R8 C<l� � 
� c<tS1'4�� qt�-&csrn m�, � � 15l� �m � R�ct

�����<Pl�til 

(ii) How is the classical full employment equilibrium affected by a rise in
income tax rate?

'5ft�<fS�� � �� �1Pl<fSJM 91_�51 �RPrflll � � ��?

(c) (i) How a positively sloped LM curve may be obtained from Classical 7+8 
Quantity theory of Money? 

�1Pl<fSJM '51t� fflct � � � 1!1<1$ � -iN>>['& LM @'<ft 

R�'i��? 

(ii) In IS-LM Model what happens to equilibrium rate of interest and real
income in case of withdrawal of investment subsidy by Govt.

IS-LM � � � -s �������'ii�
�����?

(d) (i) Wl1at arc the distinguishing features of Keynesian labour supply 7+8 

1035 

function? 

(ii) Explain Keynesian notion of underemployment equilibrium.

� 15l9J_'l Rm5'f 'OBP'IIC�M �'trtu <Ul� � I
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The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

Candidates should answer in their own words 

and adhere to the word limit as practicable. 

L 

Group-A 

Answer any three questions from the following: 

��-���ffl�: 

(a) With example distinguish primary data and secondary data.

�Cf �st�� ffi \!)� '8 �� ffi '«� 911� � 1

(b) The mean weight of 150 students in a certain class is 60 kg. The mean
weight of the boys in the class is 70 kg and the mean weight of the girls is
55 kg. Find the number of boys and girls in the class.

� <lt<fi �<PW� :>ao W<l �� � 'BW<l � �o � 1 � � '8 �
Wu1��'8W<l��'\O �'8({({ �l ��'8����\�
f.t'ffi�l

• 

( c) (i) If the relation between the variable x and y is 2x = 5 y and the geometric
mean of y is 1, then find the geometric mean of x.

��x ��y ��'S:[(jl �� 2x=5y�<f,y �� �t� ��� 1, 
\!}� X �� �'?;� � 'R'ffi� I 

1036 1 
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2. 

(ii) If the relation between t\vo variables x and y be 3x + 5 y = l 5 and median
of x be 2, then find the median of y.

�� X �<f� y !.!I����� 3x+5y=l5\.!l<f, X 1£1��� �� 2, 
� y -1.!1� ��'Sffif ��'BT� I 

( d) The first three moments of a distribution about the value 3 of a variable are
2, 10 and 30 respectively. Obtain the first three moments about zero. Find
also the variance of the distribution.

!.!I�� (distribution)�� BG'J<P�� � 3 1£1� �� �� �
moment-����<T�2, 101.!l<f,30, �D���Ol.!l�����i�
� moment-1.!l�� 'R'BT � I � variance 'B �'BT� l

(e) Given I:X=l2, LY:=4,Lx2 =16.20,2>2 =1.96, Lxy ;:=5.2,n=lO.
Calculate the correlation coefficient rxy.

(!f'Bsl'f�

LX = 12, :I.Y = 4, 2>2 = 16.20, LY2 
= 1.96, L xy = 5.2, n = IO

����� rxy "R'rn�I

(f) Explain different components of a time series.

1.!1�����911,����?

Answer any one question from the following:

�C<T-�i.£/���tn-B:

(a) Name different measures ofrelative dispersion.
If the frequency, mean and standard deviation of t\vo sets of observations be
denoted by ,;. Xi , O'"i and n2 , .x2 , a2 

respectively, then show that
2 2 d2 d2 2 n10"1 + n20"2 + n1 i + 112 2 a =-=--...;._�-=-;:;_---=--'-�...;;_� 

where d
1 
= X

i 
-.x , d2 

= x2 -x.

When a2 
= variance of composite set 

x = mean of composite set. 

ni +n2

1036 
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3. 

'5lte�R��<i1���ww?�������9m,�� 
� '8 � � <T� n,, Xi ' 0-1 <.!l<T, n2, X2, a-2 � 01'� QT 

2 2 
d2 d

2 
2 · n 1 0-1 +n20-2 +n 1 1 +n2 2 

(J = 

n, +n
2

when d1 = x1 -x , d2 = .x2 -.x

� 0-
2 = :>iRl!dl'!l �� � 

x = :>iRl(di'!l ����I 

(b) Discuss various methods for measuring seasonal fluctuations from time
series data.

Answer any two questions from the following: 

�QT-���ffl�: 

(a) (i) What do you mean by Skewness and Kurtosis?

��1.<l��J '8 � � w C<lf<lt? 

(ii) For a certain distribution of weekly expenditure of 200 families, the
mean, mode and coefficient of variation were found to be Rs. 64, Rs. 60
and 40% respectively. Find the measure of Skewness of the distribution.

�oo� �� � l!l� �l®C--1� � �' �,� �'W 'Slt.:t '8
c�q1C$<i1 'Slt.:t<l��8 �, �o � \.£1<1', So% ��1.<l��rn 9ffitm9f�'ffi�I

(iii) Discuss the problems in the construction of index numbers.

����������W,�f�I

(b) (i) Two positively correlated variables x1 and x2 have variance o-�anda-f

respectively. Determine the value of a, such that x1 + a.,"'(2 and x1 + � x
2 

0-2 

are uncorrelated a = a constant. 

1036 3 

15x2 = 30 

4+5+6 
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(ii) Find the correlation coefficient from the following observations:

x: 

y: 

2.52 2.49 

550 610 

2.47 2.42 

730 870 

1.69 3.43 

880 930 

4.72 

400 

7 

( d) (i) Define cost of living index number and mention its uses. 4+2 

, ������,����?<.!l��(Ff�I 

1036 

(ii) What is trend in time series? Compute trend for the following series 2+7 

using a 4 year moving average:

Year Annual Value ('000 Rs.) 

2003 54 

2004 40.5 

2005 47 

2006 48.5 

2007 42.9 

2008 42.1 

2009 36.6 

2010 42.7 

2011 45.7 

20.12 45.1 

2013 37.8 

������?�9®�°\5C��Rm!5s�9f<TI1l���· 
91':itiN)C'!) � � �� "R'Til � I 

5 
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4. 

Group-B 

Answer any three questions from the following: 

�81"-���fflvff\S: 
.

4x3 = 12 

(a) Suppose that the production function Y = f (L, K') .is linear homogeneous. 4 
Show that /LL L2 = JKK K

2 . 

� � Y = f (L, K) � 8!ffl )9}.!181!&\� %�9ff.M �� cq� 81,

2 
· 

2 

fu L =JKK K 
(b) If the marginal cost function of a firm is given by C'(Q) = 2e02Q and if the

fixed cost is 90, find the total cost function C(Q).

<lfq � %�9ff.M �f001c.:i� � <ITTT '5tc� � C' (Q) = 2e0
·
2

Q t£1<1, <lfq � <ITTT
�o �' � o:rt5 <ITTT �� C(Q) f.:r'rn � l

4 

(c) Find out the slope and curvature of isoquant for Cobb-Douglas production 2+2 
function. Also find out the equation of Expansion Path of production.

Cobb-Douglas %�9ff.M �� ��9ff.M �� uta, \S <l<Q>�I ffl?f'i � l
<!!�%���"( ���'ifuffl9f'i�l

( d) Suppose the demand function is give� by 2+2 

P = 8 - 3q and the cost function is C = 3+2q. Find out the profit maximizing 
level of output and price. ' · 

� <l1<P � �� P = 8 -3q l!l<I, <ITTT ��. C = 2 + 3q � )9(Ajb(5<l)�"f 
%�� ffl'f'i \S �.f.:r'rn � I

(e) If marginal propensity to consume (mpc) = 0.5, obtain the consumption 2+2 
function if consumption is 50 when income is zero. Also derive the saving
function.

���5f �� (mpc) = 0.5 �' l!l<I, cm��'i 50��'5lffi"fij, �
�5f �� ffl?f'i � I <!1���11" �� \S ffl?f'f � I

1036 6 
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5. 

6. 

Answer any one question from the following: 

� C<T-C<P'R <£/<!$ � ffl l'ft\8: 

8xl = 8 

(a) Construct a short run supply function for an entrepreneur whose short run 8 
cost function is C = 0.04q3- 0.8q2 + 1 Oq + 5. 

�� �$1<t>1a1'..i �'i5R:� C = 0.04q3- 0.8q2 +IOq + 5 C� "!i"t1¥1�.:t 
C<f!9fR'5fe9� � � l 

(b) Consider the following production functio11: 3+ 1 +2+2 

Q=90L2 -L3
. 

Find out the value of L corresponding to the point of inflection of this 
production. For which values of L the production function is convex and 
concave respectively? What are the values of Lat which (i) APL is maximum 
and (ii) MPL is maximum? 

���� GK� NC<1bi1t �: 

Q=90L2 -L3 

<.Q� ��� � m � � fl� L-lfl� � F!'ffi � I L-1!'.l� C<P'R 
�ffl����GK���'8 ��? L-1!'.l� C<P'R�� 
APL��� t!j<:[� 1v!Pi �� �? 

Answer any two questions from the following: 

� C<T-C<Pfi 'f$ � \5'6� l'ft\8: 

1sx2 = 30 

(a) (i) Construct ordinary and compensated demand function for x 1 from the 3 
utility function u = 2x1x2 + x2. 

� ��'>i �� � x1 \!l� ordinary \!l<:f� compensated�� 
m9f"f�I U =2X1.:\"2 +·x2

. 

(ii) Show that the ordinary de'.i.nand curve will have greater demand elasticity 7 
than compensated demand curve. 

Ct:f� 8T ordinary� � � �� compensated � �� 
��CDv.:r�I 

7 Turn Over 
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{iii) Show that the weighted sum of own price elasticities is unity with a 5 
negative sign if weights are expenditure shares. 

C>f�'8 8T R\Sil-t� �� weighted Q:!t� � -1 �' 8T� weights 
��'>'fl 

(b) (i) Assume that demand for money is a function of income 'y' and rate of 4 

1036 

interest 'r' while the supply of money is fixed exoge11eously. Derive the 
slope of the LM curve. How will the. slope change if the money supply is 
interest sensitive? Assume 1w; (r)>O.

� � "Glt� � '¢!ffi y lil<f, � � r lil� �� � I "Glt� C<lt� 
�<1\m� ��I LM �� m "Rcfu � I "Glt� C<lt� � � � t!l� m
� 9lffi.q�� �? � M;(r) > o.

(ii) Assume y = c(y-t (y)) + i(r) + g with usual notational meaning. Derive 4 
the slope of the IS curve. How will the slope .change if i = i(r, y) where 
oi > O?
oy 

�� y=c(y-t(y))+i(r)+g I IS ��vM"R'm�l i=i(r,y)(8i� 
01 > o) � lil�vM � 9Jkl;q�� �?
oy 

(iii) Consider the following IS-LM model. 7 

lf]<pfu IS-LM model-lQ��'i���:

C= 60+ 0.8YD

1=150-lOr

G=250

Tf= 200

M d = 40 + O.ly- IOr

M s = 100

Determine the values of equilibrium national income and rate of
interest by matrix inversion method.

�f<t�'i lQ�� �'51ffi '8 �� �RP-If� �"R'm �I

8 
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I 

(c) (i) The equilibrium conditions for three related markets are given �y

�����lts:JHI��� 

llP1-P2-P3=31 

-Pi+ 6P2-2P3 = 26

-Pi -2P2 + 7P3 = 24

Using matrix method, find the equilibrium price for each market. 

��<ffil����R�9�1 

(ii) Consider the following partial equilibrium model of a perfectly ·
·competitive market:

'1� ��I!!� '51t,� � � �� 01"8m
�=

q
d 

= a + bP , a > 0 , b < 0

q
s 

=c+dP, O<c<a, d>O 

. Suppose a tax of 't' per unit of production is imposed. What is the effect 
of the imposition of a specific tax on the' price of the product? 
Determine the value of' t' that will maximize the tax yield. 

�<fr<IS, ��� � t!l� t �9���1 ������� 
�9 R,R,<15 � � m9f � �? t l!i� C<T � � c� � '51m 
m���R�'i�1 

(d) (i) In a competitive industry each existing firm and potential entrant has the
total cost function C = 3q3 - 4q2 + 2q. Solve the long run equilibrium 
price, output and number of firms if the market demand function is 
Q = 1000-P. 

l036 

l!i� � m � f<lq1�1.:i l!i<f, � � ��� �,� 
� <ITT! '5!"C� �' c = 3q3 

- 4q2 + 2q I

� ;qliStlC�rn � '5!"C�, Q=I000-P � � �(<Pla9t--l �RPT� � 
��� �\� �,"<Ui R'BT � I 

9 

8+3+4 

(2+2+2)+ 
(2+2)+5 
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1036 

(ii) Given AR = 60 - 3Q, find the total revenue function and the marginal
revenue function.

What can you say about their relative slopes?

� � AR= 60-3Q �� czjtr � �<T� � '51m �� Ff�'t <RT I
1£100�������?

J 
(iii) If a firm produces y using the production functiony = (z

1
z

2
z

3
) 4 , 

calculate the input demand functions for given y.

l ,, 

Cffl� y=(z
1z2

z
3

)4 ��9ffq.f':5lt��y���I ��y

� ����':5lt�MFr'RT�1

10 
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